In this work we present a new class of real scalar field models admitting strongly interactive kink solutions. Instead of the usual exponential asymptotic behavior these topological solutions exhibit a power-law one. We investigate the interaction force between a pair of kink/anti-kink solutions both analytically and numerically, by integrating the time dependent field equations of the model. Furthermore, working within the first-order framework, we analyze the linear stability of these solutions. The stability analysis leads to Schödinger-like equations with potentials which, despite admitting no bound states, lead to strong resonance peaks. We argue that these properties are important for some possible physical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological structures associated with solitary wave solutions of non-linear field theories are of great interest in several areas of physics [1] [2] [3] . Particular topological (3, 1)-dimensional kink-like defects, associated with interfaces between distinct order parameter regions, have been studied in detail both in non-relativistic and relativistic contexts. Phase-field models have been successfully applied for describing non-relativistic interface dynamics across many fields in condensed matter and material science systems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The dynamics of relativistic interfaces has also extensively been investigated, mainly in the context of cosmology, where domain wall networks that should have been formed in primordial phase transitions are considered, along with their cosmological implications [10] [11] [12] [13] . Recently a unified theoretical paradigm for interface dynamics, which includes both relativistic and non-relativistic systems in a unified framework, has been proposed in [14] . Moreover, in (4, 1)-dimensional braneworld theories, one can construct thick Minkowski branes which splits in a warped bulk spacetime due to a fist-order transition in a warped bulk [15] .
In the present work we focus our attention on kinktype solutions, as topological static solutions of models described by a single real scalar field in bidimensional spacetime. Relativistic scalar fields models, admitting a large variety of kink-type solutions, have been studied in a diversity of scenarios [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Models allowing different kink/anti-kink interaction behavior [24, 25, [27] [28] [29] have been motivated both theoretically and experimentally. Peculiar kink dynamics have also been studied in the context of models with modified kinetic term [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] We introduce a new model with the particular feature of having a null second-order derivative of the potential at the minima. As it is known, the second-order derivative of the potential is related with the mass scale of the quantum meson, associated with the frequency of oscillation of the field at the minimum of the potential. 
n , for integer n is being used). In models admitting kink solutions, with V 
and φ * (x) has an exponential behavior φ * (x) ∝ e
φ (v) = 0, all the linear perturbation modes are massless and the solutions asymptotic behavior is related to a higher order of the potential derivative at the minima. It is possible to show that for a model, in which the first n order derivatives of the potential vanish at the minimum, the equation of motion for the asymptotic kink solution is given by
where a n = V (n) φ (v), allowing a power-law behavior of model's asymptotic solutions,
where the constant A n depends on n and a n .
In this paper we introduce the smooth minima potential model corresponding to n = 3. The power-law behavior of this model asymptotic solution, and corresponding energy density, originates a non-standard kink/antikink interaction pattern, that is analyzed in detail in this work. We also investigate the generalized n-th dependent class of models finding for the fluctuations narrow resonance peaks whose lifetime gets reduced with the increasing of n.
The paper is organized in the following way: In section II we explore the framework of the scalar fields theories that support kink solutions. In section III we introduce the model and discuss its specific properties. In section IV we investigate the linear stability of the model solutions. In section V we present the generalized class for these models and we discuss resonance effects. We end the work in section VI presenting some comments, conclusions and perspectives.
II. THE FRAMEWORK
Let us consider the standard Lagrangian density
where φ is a real scalar field and V (φ) is the potential which specifies the model under consideration, x µ = (t, x) and x µ = (t, −x). We consider that the potential engenders a set of critical points,
The equation of motion following from the above model is
The corresponding components of the energymomentum tensor are given by
For static solutions φ = φ(x), we can write the equation of motion as
φ .
Integrating the equation of motion we obtain
where C is an integration constant, identified as the solution pressure. The topological solutions necessarily obey the boundary conditions
in order to ensure finiteness of the gradient portion of the energy. These solutions are stressless, guaranteeing C = 0 and V (v i ) = 0 for the v i set of potential minima. For C = 0 and V (φ) ≥ 0, Eq. (8) is then given by dφ dx = 2V (φ) and
The first (second) equation supports the monotonically increasing (decreasing) solution connecting two adjacent minima, called kink (anti-kink). For simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the explicit kink-type solution. The anti-kink solution may be obtained by the transformation
The superpotential function W (φ) may be defined as
allowing to express the energy of the solution as
without knowing the explicit form of the solution.
The first order equations (10), for the kink solution, may then be written as [36, 37] 
A model extensively studied in various scenarios [8, 16, 38, 39] is the well-known double-well potential given by
where b andλ are positive parameters. V
The superpotential function for this model is then given by
leading to the static solution
and with an energy density given by
The corresponding total energy of the solution is
3
The thickness of solution (16) is defined by the following
The solution is fully characterized by its energy and thickness.
III. THE MODEL
We introduce the following model
where a and λ are positive parameters. The model exhibits a Z 2 symmetry φ → −φ, with a local maximum point in φ = 0, for V (0) = λa 6 /2, and two minima points at φ = ±a. It is possible to observe in Fig. 1 , that the two potential minima, with the particular characteristic of having a null potential second-order derivative V The model superpotential function is given by
The values of the superpotential function at the minima are given by W (±a) = 3 √ λa 4 /16.
A similar model was presented in Ref [40] , as a deformation of φ 4 model (14), however in that case the potential function is positive defined and the corresponding kink and anti-kink solutions connect two inflection points.
The equation of motion of model (20) is given by
with the corresponding static solutions, φ = φ(x), obeying the following equation
The solution with finite energy obeys the BPS first order equations
and the model topological solutions are then given by
with a corresponding energy density
The total solution energy may then be calculated as
Defining the solution thickness by δ = 2(a
validating this thickness definition. In Fig. 2 the profile of the kink solutions (16) and (26) 
while, as it is known, the φ 4 model exhibits an asymptotic exponential behavior
Note that the slower asymptotic behavior of the new kink solution is an intrinsic characteristic of the model, regardless of its solution thickness.
The condition V (2) φ (φ(x → ±∞)) = 0 is associated with the asymptotic polynomial behavior, which is always slower than the exponential one obtained for V (2) φ (φ(x → ±∞)) = 0. The new-kink energy density, shown in Fig. 2 , also exhibits a polynomial behavior
while the energy density of the φ 4 solution presents the usual exponential behavior,
4λ e −8x/δs 1 − 4e −4x/δs + . . . , |x| ≫ 1.
(33) For completeness, in Fig. 3 , the model solutions associated with non-vanishing pressure values are presented in the (φ, dφ/dx) plane.
It is possible to calculate the force between a kink and an anti-kink solution, spaced by a distance L much larger than their thickness, using the energy momentum density T 01 component [1] . The resulting force is given by |F | ∝ (L/δ) −6 for the new model solution, with E given by Eq. (28), clearly more intensive than the usual Yukawa-like e −2L/δs , obtained for φ 4 model. The comparison of the two type of kink interactions was confirmed by numeric simulating the full time dependent field equation, given by Eq. (5) for the (14) and (20) 
IV. STABILITY
In order to investigate behavior of the solution under small perturbations, the following general fluctuations of the scalar field are introduced: φ(x, t) = φ(x) + i η i (x) cos(ω i t), where η i (x) represents a set of perturbations of the static solution. Introducing these fluctuations, expanded to the first order in η i , in the equation of motion, we obtain an equation of motion formally analogous to the stationary Schrödinger equation, dubbed Schrödinger-like equation:
with
An eigenfunction corresponding to ω 2 > 0 would be a localized shape change of the kink, characterizing the excitation of an internal mode [41] . The formal analogy with quantum mechanics will show that the kink acts as a potential well for the linear waves [41] , and allows us to further in this paper apply the probabilistic interpretation for the study of frequency modes and resonances. This interpretation is standard in problems of field localization in branes (see, for instance, Refs. [42, 43] ).
For models that support a superpotential function, equation (34) can be written as S † Sη i = ω 2 i η i , where
φ . The non-negative value of H = S † S implies that the system does not support any state with a non-negative eigenvalue, ensuring the linear stability of the model. In terms of the superpotential function, Eq. (35) may be written as
Using Eqs. (15) and (37), the Schrödinger-like potential for the φ 4 model can be obtained,
This potential is a modified reflectionless Pöschl-Teller [44] , that allows, in addition to the zero mode, a frequency bound mode with eigenvalue 2β , are unbound. Equivalently, it is possible to obtain the Schrödinger-like potential for the new model, using the Eqs. (21) and (37),
This potential, shown in Fig. 5 , is called the Volcano potential. Note it goes to zero at infinity and exhibits two maxima points with the value U max = 12λa 4 /5, for φ = ± √ 15a/5. Using the superpotential function, Eq. (21), we obtain W (2) φ = −3 √ λ φ a 2 − φ 2 which can be used to derive Eq.(36) for the new model,
ensuring the non-existence of unstable bound modes with negative eigenvalues. Since the potential vanishes for large values of x, the only bound mode solution is then the zero mode:
All the vibrational modes with k 2 > 0 are asymptotically plane waves. The absence of positive bound modes for the new kink solution could in principle affect the rate of loss of energy by radiation in a kink-antikink collision process in comparison to the usual φ 4 kink [25, 26] . However, note that for eigenvalues with w 2 ≤ U max a possible resonance structure could localize the energy density inside the defect in a sufficiently long time to act as an effective bound state for the interacting properties of the kink. The influence of this effect for the formation of twobounce windows [27] in a collision processes is currently being under consideration.
The volcano-like potentials were also investigated in the context of the braneworld scenarios where gravity is coupled to one real scalar field. For some models, the behavior of the massive gravitational modes inside the defect are described in [45] [46] [47] [48] .
V. GENERALIZATION
A generalization of the previous model, for solutions with a progressively slower power-law asymptotic behavior, is given by
where n is an integer parameter. A similar extension for the model of Ref. [40] was considered in Ref. [49] in the context of the deformation theory. We see that the generalized potential preserves the maximum and minima values for φ max = 0 and φ min = ±a. The first nonvanishing derivative orders of the potential at the minima are given by |V (n+1) φ (±a)| = 2 n (n + 1)!λa n+1 . Note that the cases n = 1 and n = 2 correspond to models (14) and (20) respectively. The potential is plotted in Fig 6(a) for different values of n. It is possible to observe the enlargement of the minima flatness with the increasing value of n.
The corresponding generalized superpotential function W (φ), for |φ| < a is given by
Using this potential we may calculate the total energy of the generalized solution as,
Considering the generalized equation of motion,
we determine the numeric solutions of the generalized class of models, and their corresponding energy densities, plotted in Fig 6(b) and 6(c), for different values of n. Is is clear that the solutions and energy densities asymptotic behavior slow down with an increasing n. Using a perturbative method we also calculated the analytic asymptotic behavior of the generalized model solutions and corresponding energy densities, for different values of n > 1, where we define δ n = 2( √ λa n ) −1 as the n th solution thickness. Note that the asymptotic behavior of these solutions is included in power-law behavior presented in Eq. (3) at section I.
For a better illustration of the progressively slower asymptotic behavior of the solutions we have also plotted the ratio between the value of φ for x = δ n /2 and its value at the minima, φ n (δ n /2)/φ n (∞), in Fig. 7 (asterisks) . A loss of accuracy in the thickness definition, δ n , could be associated with an increasing of the solutions spread, however this behavior is accompanied by an increasing localization of their energy density, as shown in Fig.6(b) . This result is also confirmed in Fig.7 where the solutions energy densities (circles) are plotted for x = δ n /2, and moreover in Fig 6(c) (boxes) where the ratio
is shown, corroborating the increasing of the energy density localization with n. Finally in Fig. 6(d) the Schrödinger-like potentials U n (x) are plotted for different values of n. The Volcano potential well tapers with the increase of n and the maxima points in φ = ± √ 3a/ √ 2n − 1 with U max = 2 n−1 n(n − 2) n−2 (2n − 1) 2−n λa n . The growth of U max
FIG. 7:
The ratio φn(δn/2)/φn(∞) (asterisks), the energy density of the solutions ρn(δn/2) (circles) for x = δn/2 and the energy ratio given by Eq. (47) (boxes), for different values of n .
with n may be associated with occurrence of resonances with higher frequencies when n is increased. In order to confirm this hypothesis, we considered even parity states and applied the well-known Numerov method [50] (for application of the method to brane problems see ref. [47] and references therein) for finding the frequency modes η m (x). We want to compare the relative probability P rel (0) for finding a frequency mode around the kink center located at x = 0. This justifies choosing a fixed control distance x c and defining, for a known numerical Schrödinger-like potential for −x max ≤ x ≤ x max
where x max allows for a sufficiently large number of oscillations in the range x max < x < x max for the wavefunctions η m (x). Fig. 8 shows the resonance peaks P rel (0) found for n = 2 to n = 9, as a function of the frequency ω of the mode. The first thin peak is for n = 2. The sequence of peaks in the figure follow the increasing sequence of n. Note that each peak characterizes a resonance centred at a particular value of m. The whole sequence shows that the increasing of n turns the resonance peak broader. The first thinner and higher peak for n = 3 is the first modification to the φ 4 model that has a bound frequency state. The modification for n = 3 trades the bound state for n = 2 by a quasi-normal state with lifetime inversely proportional to the peak thickness. The growth of n leads to higher frequency resonant states, agreeing with our discussion after Eq. (47).
FIG. 8:
Single resonance peaks characterizing the relative probability P rel (0) for finding frequency modes near to the center of the kink, as a function of the frequency ω of the mode. The peaks are for n = 2 to n = 9. The lower is n, the thinner is the corresponding resonance peak.
VI. ENDING COMMENTS
In this work we have introduced a new real scalar field model that admits kink solutions exhibiting a power-law asymptotic behavior, instead of the usual exponential one. This is a consequence of having a potential with a null second order derivative at the minima. We have shown that this particular asymptotic behavior of the solution leads to a much stronger kink/anti-kink interaction, when the same thickness and energy-scale of the defects is considered, than in the standard models.
We have further generalized the model to a class of models admitting n vanishing derivative orders of the potential at the minima. It was found that, despite the increasing of the solutions spread with n, their corresponding energy density becomes more localized when n is incremented.
Stability analysis led to a Schrödinger-like equation where bound modes are absent. This may be related with interesting properties of defect collisions. The twobounce effect [25, 27] appearing in the collision of φ 4 model defects requires the transference of a portion of kinetic collision energy to the internal positive bound mode of the solutions. Moreover we have shown that the Schrödinger-like potential of our model is the Volcano potential. The inexistence of frequency bound modes in this potential suggests that no two-bounce effect is observed in this case, however a resonance effect may occur inside the defects during the collision, leading to some peculiar behavior. This is an interesting future work.
Moreover the embedding of these kink solutions in four spacetime dimensions generates a domain wall network with a particular dynamics, which could have interesting applications in Cosmology or in Condensed Matter in the non-relativistic limit. Note that different energy factors have to be considered in dynamics of domain wall networks, not only the kinetic energy or the radiation energy losses but also the wall curvature needs to be put into play. Possible implications of this class of models in the dynamics of domain wall networks is also an interesting future study.
Another possible relevant application for this class of models is in the braneworld scenario. Indeed, as one knows, using the first-order formalism the extension for (4, 1) dimensions of this kink-like solutions is straightforward [16] . Gravity and particle localization in branes have been studied extensively in the literature, with the main focus of looking for resonance phenomena [42, 43, 48, [51] [52] [53] . For the case presented here, the special characteristics of perturbations around the kink solution suggests that similar studies is also a very interesting issue to be further considered.
